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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same answer choices. An answer choice may be correct for
more than one question in the series. Each question is
independent of the other questions in this series. Information
and details provided in a question apply only to that question.
You are developing an application to track customer sales. You
create tables to support the application.
You need to create a database object that meets the following
data entry requirements:
What should you create?
A. CLR procedure
B. DDL trigger
C. DML trigger
D. table-valued function
E. user-defined procedure
F. scalar-valued function

G. extended procedure
Answer: E
Explanation:
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms345075.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
Project managers who lead by example and follow through on the
commitments they make demonstrate the key interpersonal skill
of:
A. coaching
B. motivation
C. influencing
D. leadership
Answer: C
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Answer: F
Explanation:
Explanation
SQL Server Data Collector is a feature for performance
monitoring and tuning available in SQL Server Management
Studio.
Integration Services packages transform and load the collected
data into the Microsoft Data Warehouse database.
Collection sets are defined and deployed on a server instance
and can be run independently of each other. Each collection set
can be applied to a target that matches the target types of all
the collector types that are part of a collection set. The
collection set is run by a SQL Server Agent job or jobs, and
data is uploaded to the management data warehouse on a
predefined schedule.
Predefined data collection sets include:
* The Query Statistics data collection set collects information
about query statistics, activity, execution plans and text on
the SQL Server instance. It does not store all executed
statements, only 10 worst performing ones.
* Disk Usage data collection set collects information about
disk space used by both data and log files for all databases on
the SQL Server instance, growth trends, and average day growth.
Etc.
References:
http://www.sqlshack.com/sql-server-performance-monitoring-datacollector/
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